
FROM: Charlie and Angela

TO: Steph

DATE: 2018-10-21

RE: You're invited!

Steph, we need you. 

We need support with my claim of innocence. 

Here is your chance to know as deeply as I know, that I am…

Current exonerees of 

2285 represent less than 

one percent of the 

estimated wrongful 

convictions throughtout 

the United States. The 

most conservative 

estimate finds at least 

22,000 wrongly convicted 

prisoners. Higher 

estimates suggest a 

quarter million prisoners 

are wrongly convicted, 

and the number of 

wrongly convicted felons 

out of prison balloons to 

about 850,000.

of the crime 
I was falsely accused

and wrongly convicted.

I remain one of them.

Are you willing to help correct this wrong?

Starting with someone you know?

Steph, we invite you to join our support team. Lori and Joe have already joined. 

not guilty 

Innocence estimation: 42%

fair claim
compared to those already exonerated  

We need help to face this painful wrongful conviction, and overcome it with my viable 

innocence claim.
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If you help me reach these goals, I am open to sharing some of its returns.

For as little as a $1 per week from you and others, you can help me

8 get help verifying my compelling claim;

8 receive encouraging professional support to see this painful process through;

8 demonstrate to employers I am a worthy investment; and

8 join me in turning problems into opportunities for creating deep value.

Every dollar you give gets tracked as your investment  in my future. For your support,

8

8

8

8

8

give us your input in how to responsibly spend any improved income;

give input in how to responsibly use any compensation I am due;

learn how you can apply this for solving your own power-differential problems; and

negotiably much more.

For the top contributor we are ready to pledge the first a tie-breaking vote, in case Angela and I 

cannot agree on what best to do about something in this process. To the next highest 

contributor, we pledge a tie-breaking vote to settle our next dispute, if there is one. To the third 

highest, the third tie-breaker, and so on. Demonstrate your arbitrating skills, then be in line to be 

a paid assistant to this "psychosociotherapist".

If exonerated, I’m eligible for up to $600,000 of compensation.

If hired by an employer, I’m set to earn about $173 per week more than I do now.

If we can inspire investors, I’m set to turn my problems--like economic challenges--into 

income generating opportunities.

If successful in this process, I’ll be able to demonstrate problem-solving skills beneficial 

to you.

Professional support starts at $50 per email exchange. After our basic contribution of $5, we 

need you to be among those covering the remaining $45 in each exchange. You set how much 

to give and how often. The more you give the greater the potential return.

receive regular updates in how this process is (or isn’t) helping Angela and me; 

Maybe this is your first encounter with a wrongful conviction claim. Or the first you heard of 

my wrongful conviction claim.

In a nutshell: Asexual person comes out as transgender in early 90s, gets falsely 

accused as being a “sexual predator” homophobic stereotype. Convicted without 

evidence. Must register as sex offender for life. Forced into poverty and 

homelessness.

This short narrative provides only a glimpse to my compelling innocence claim. Care to know 

more? The above score could go higher, with help to verify the detailed claims. You can help 

me improve that score, and overcome this wrongful conviction.
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What is psychosociotherapy?

Wellness is psychosocial. Being well always involves internal psychological factors with 

external social and environmental factors. Current psychotherapy is waking up to this truism, 

ever so slowly. Psychosociotherapy  begins with this premise, that wellness is psychosocial .

Psychosociotherapy  is a new—but fundamentally ancient—way to address problems in life 

causing individuals to lose full functioning. It corrects for excessive focus on individuality.

usually ends treatment upon symptom relief option to stay involved in problem-solving

involves only individual with therapist involves growing team of supporters

regards problem as interrupting one’s life integrates solution with one’s purpose in life

bears cost of service alone, or charged to 

individual’s insurer

shares cost of service among beneficiaries of 

resolved needs

relieving pain of disturbing symptoms resolving needs causing painful symptoms

individual sits alone with therapist individual sits with a key supporter

serves vulnerable individual alone links vulnerably person with a key supporter

treats individual problems psychologically, as 

if isolated from each other

treats individual problems holistically in their 

psychosocial environments

potentially stigmatizing the most vulnerable 

(if implying issue resides within individual)

potentially stigmatizing greatest influencer (if 

hurting vulnerable individuals)

addresses painful symptoms of unresolved 

needs, seen as beyond individual control

addresses disconnection behind unresolved 

needs, seen as driving painful symptoms

speak to counselor for personal benefit speak truth to power for mutual benefit

adjustment-focused solution-focused

helps individuals adjust to life’s challenges, 

in the name of personal responsibility

helps individuals adjust life’s challenges, in 

the cause of mutual responsibilities

sees problems as personal change issues sees problems as unresolved needs

locates problems within individual locates problems in power differentials

understands needs primarily as internal 

matters apart from external contexts

understands affected needs in both their 

internal and external contexts

Psychotherapy
Psychosociotherapy

treats individuals treats relationships

addresses personal problems addresses interpersonal problems
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Select which is best for you right now. 

c no, I am not at all interested

c no, I am not ready at this time

c first, I want to learn more about this

c yes, I am willing to help when I can

c yes, I am eager to start

This will be your initial setting. You can change it any time. 

Thank you,

Charlie and Angela

A service of Resolving  needs.

Yes? The mark with a checkmark the minimum you are willing to invest in my cause per week, 

and mark an "X" for the maximum per week you're willing to invest in me. 

Check your email to stay engaged. It will provide instructions for what to do next, to set up this 

billing process and return on investment notifications.

We're excited to take this journey with you. And look forward to seeing improvements in all our 

lives.

Join us in charting a pioneering path toward solving problems. Join us in addressing the specific 

needs behind these problems. Join us in removing pain by removing its cause. Let's invest in 

what each other needs, call it love, and together celebrate the results.

Understandably, this is not for everyone. If not a good fit for you, please recommend someone 

you think more open to this opportunity. Before deciding to get on board, perhaps you first 

would like to see how this process is to work.

Let me know if you're on board with this, and how you may support me. Later, we can dive 

deeper into ROI: returns  on  your investments.

c $1

c $2

c $3

c $4

c $5

c $6

c $7

c $8

c $9

c $10

c $11

c $12

c $13

c $14

c $15

c $16

c $17

c $18

c $19

c $20

c $21

c $22

c $23

c $24

c $25

c $26

c $27

c $28

c $29

c $30

c $31

c $32

c $33

c $34

c $35

c $36

c $37

c $38

c $39

c $40

c $41

c $42

c $43

c $44

c $45
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